
MODEL: FPX-410
MEDIUM STROKE AIR HAMMER



SPECIFICATIONS

Tools of this class operate on a wide range of air pressure. It is recommended that air pressure of these tools measures 90 PSI at the tool while running free. Higher 
pressure and unclean air will shorten the tool’s life because of faster wear and may create a hazardous condition and void the warranty.  Water in the air line will 
cause damage to the tool. Drain the air tank daily. Clean the air inlet �lter screen on at least a weekly schedule. The recommended hookup procedure can be viewed 
in the illustration below.  The air inlet, used for connecting air supply, has standard 1/4” NPT American Thread.  Line pressure should be increased to compensate for 
unusually long air hoses (over 25 feet). Minimum hose diameter should be 3/8” I.D. and �ttings should have the same inside dimensions.

Air Supply

Model #
Free Speed

(RPM)
Weight

(lbs)
Length

(in)
Air Cons.
(SCFM)

Max. Operating Pressure
(PSI)

FPX-410 3,700 3.11 6.75 4 90

Important Warnings  Non-Rotary Percussive Power Tool

1. Accessory Hazards

2. Disconnect the non-rotary percussive power tool from the energy supply before changing the inserted tool or accessory. 

3. Use only sizes and types of accessories and consumables that are recommended by the non-rotary percussive power tool 
manufacturer; do not use other types of sizes of accessories and consumables. 

4. 
for use only in non-rotary percussive power tools. 

5. For hammers and breakers, where appropriate, never use blunt chisels, as they require excessive pressure and can break 
from failure. Blunt tool-pieces can increase vibration and, therefore, sharp tools should always be used. 

6. Avoid direct contact with the inserted tool during and after use, as it can be hot or sharp.

7. Never adjust the non rotary percussive tool, or change the accessory, backing pad, unless the air supply and air hose is 
disconnected from the tool.

8. Always ensure that you are aware of the direction of the material chips and fragments being created by the tools operation 
and ensure that the material chips and fragments are not directed to the operator or other persons in the area.

9. Eye protection, hearing protection, safety gloves and safety aprons must always we worn when operating a non rotary 
percussive tool.

10. Only personnel trained in the correct methods to change accessories and accessory retainers should conduct these 
operations.

11. Never operate the non rotary percussive tool unless the accessory retainer supplied by the non rotary percussive tool
manufacturer is correctly �tted. 



MODEL: FPX-410
MEDIUM STROKE AIR HAMMER

Exploded View & Parts List

Reference 
Number

Part Number Description Reference 
Number

Part Number Description

1 9262420FPX Housing Assembly 8 115160 O-Ring

2 9319115 Valve 9 120120 Trigger Valve Body

3 93191192 Piston 10 931911910 O-Ring

4 93191193N Cylinder 11 120220 Valve Stem

5 M99368 Spring Retainer 12 118020 Throttle Spring

6 120520NFPX Trigger Button 13 111230 Trigger Pin

7 93191197 O-Ring



FLORIDA PNEUMATIC MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
851 JUPITER PARK LANE |  JUPITER, FL 33458

800-327-9403
www.�orida-pneumatic.com

Florida Pneumatic Manufacturing Corporation warrants its tools to be free from 

defects in materials and workmanship for a period of one year. Tools thought to be 

defective should be returned to the factory, or an authorized 

service center, transportation charges prepaid, for examination and 

consequent repair or replacement. This warranty does not cover 

damage to tools arising from alteration, abuse, or use for other 

than their intended purpose and does not cover any repairs or 

replacement made by anyone other than Florida Pneumatic 

Manufacturing Corporation or its authorized repair stations.

The duration of the Warranty and any other Warranty including, 

but not limited to, any implied Warranty of merchantability is expressly limited to one

year, beginning from the date of the delivery to the original user. The obligation of 

Florida Pneumatic Manufacturing Corporation under any Warranty, express or implied, 

is limited solely to the repair or replacement at its factory or authorized repair station of 

any part which shall prove defective.


